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Şerif:………………………………………..?

Özer: It is on Monday.

Which of the following completes the

conversation?

a) How much is a fun ride?

b) When is the fun fair?

c) Where is the fun fair?

d) I don’t understand. Can you repeat, please?

Esra: I think bumper cars are amazing.

Betül…………………….They are boring.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) I don’t agree with you.

b) Yes, you are right.

c) I like bumper cars.

d) They are my favorite.

Alparslan: Where is the fun fair?

Sema:………………………

Which of the following completes the conversation?

a) It is at nine o’clock.

b) It is on Monday.

c) It is at the weekend.

d) It is at the park.

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

a) c)

b) d) 

a) Roller coaster

b) Carousel

c) Ferris wheel

d) Carrousel

Hi, I ‘m Aleyna. I am a student. I like 

fun fairs very much. Bumper cars, 

carrousel and ferris wheel are my 

favorite. I dislike roller coaster. I think 

it is frightening.

Aleyna doesn’ like……………..

I like fun fairs because they are……………….. 

places.

a) exciting     b) frightening      c) dull     d) boring
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Rabia: What do you think about fun fairs?

Meltem:……………………………..

Which of the following completes the

conversation?

a) Carrousel, ghost train and big wheel

b) My favorite fun ride is bumper cars.

c) I think they are thrilling.

d) It is in Trabzon.

I don’t like watching TV because it is………..

a) bored c) frightened

c) dull d) strange

Yakup:Look, there is a fun fair. They are my 

favorite.

Mücahit: Great, I love fun fairs. They are exciting 

places.

Ahmet: I agree with you. 

Okan: I don’t agree with you. They are boring.

Eser:……………………………….

Yakup: It is tomorrow

Ahmet: ……………………………

Yakup: It is in Kelkit.

Eser:……………………………...

Yakup:  Each fun ride is 10 TL.

7-

8-

9-

10-

11-

a) Bored c) Frightened

b) Happy d) Sad

Read the conversation and answer the questions 10 

and 11.

Who doesn’t like fun fairs?

a) Ahmet     b) Mücahit c) Yakup d) Okan

Which of the following does NOT complete the

conversation?

a) Why don’t you like fun fairs?

b) How much is the ticket?

c) When is it?

d) Where is it?
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Answer Key

1- B

2- B

3- A

4- D

5- C

6- A

7- C

8- C

9- D

10- D

11- A
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